epitaxial layer with a fi x fi structure. Between 50 and 60 K it undergoes a phase transition from two-dimensional solid to liquid (bulk melting point = 89.7 K). Similar results are obtained for deuterated methane on a sample of graphon intercalated with potassium. From the effect of adsorbed methane on the intensities of 001 peaks of both substrates the carbon atom of the methane is estimated to be 3.3 k 0.2 A from the surface.
Ammonia-d, on graphon behaves quite differently from methane. It follows a type I11 isotherm and at low temperatures desorbs from the surface to form bulk ammonia. This has anomalous melting properties which are shown to be related to adsorption isobars for the system. The detailed interpretation of the results emphasizes the close link between adsorption and heterogeneous nucleation.
Quasielastic experiments on the ammonia-graphon system show that the adsorbed ammonia is undergoing translational diffusion on the surface which is much faster than in the bulk. This is attributed to the breaking up of the hydrogen bonded network normally present in the liquid.
Neutron scattering is a n ideal technique f o r studying physical adsorption at a molecular level.
T h e wavelength of thermal neutrons is suitable f o r probing t h e structure of a n adsorbate, a n d analysis of small exchanges of energy between neutrons a n d adsorbate makes it possible t o observe either t h e motion of individual adsorbed molecules or coherent (*) All communications to be addressed to RKT. motion of the whole adsorbate. A t present, t h e available energy of neutron beams a n d t h e resolution of neutron spectrometers cover t h e time scale lo-*-1 0-l4 s, extending f r o m relative1 y slow diffusion (D -lo-' cm2 s-') t o quite high vibration frequencies ( -2 000 cm-').
In addition to t h e appropriate wavelength a n d particularly for diffraction from adsorbates, resulting from the weak scattering of neutrons from atomic nuclei. Firstly, any vapour present has a negligible effect on the neutron beam. The structure and dynamics of an adsorbate are therefore easily studied over ranges of temperature where adsorption isotherms are also easily measured. Secondly, and most important for structural work, it is possible to use powdered samples, again opening up a range of experiments on systems whose thermodynamic properties are readily accessible. Finally, many common adsorbents scatter neutrons weakly while most adsorbate molecules of chemical interest contain protons whose incoherent scattering cross section is an order of magnitude greater than that of any other nucleus. Proton containing molecules are ideal for quasielastic scattering experiments for studying the diffusive motions of adsorbed species. On substitution of deuterium for hydrogen the same molecules will have coherent cross sections comparable with those of the adsorbent. They are therefore capable of giving relatively strong adsorbate diffraction patterns. These properties are illustrated in table I which gives coherent and incoherent scattering cross sections per gram for a selection of likely adsorbents and adsorbates. Coherent cross sections only give an approximate idea of the total intensity to be expected in a diffraction pattern. In practice, diffraction from adsorbate and adsorbent will occur at different Bragg angles so that the ratios given in column 3 of table I may be even more favourable for observation of adsorbate structure. 
Scattering cross sections of some substrates and adsorbents of interest in physisovption
Several papers have already been published on neutron scattering from physisorption systems. The diffraction work has all been done on the partially oriented adsorbent, exfoliated graphite, using as adsorbates, nitrogen [I, 21 and the inert gases [3] . Quasielastic experiments have been made on methane on activated charcoal [4, 5] and on a recompressed sample of exfoliated graphite [6] .
All of the systems above obey type I1 isotherms. The present paper describes a set of diffraction experiments on another type I1 system, methane on graphitized carbon black (graphon), and both diffraction and quasielastic scattering experiments on the ammonia-graphon system which follows a type I11 isotherm. Graphon was chosen for these experiments because it has been well studied by a variety of techniques [71, has a large surface area and a homogeneous distribution of adsorption sites.
1 . Experimental details. -Two forms of graphon were used. The ammonia experiments were made on a graphitized carbon black with surface area 86 m2 gm-' which has been described by Ash and Findenegg [8] and was provided by D. H. Everett. The methane experiments were done on a sample of Vulcan I11 obtained from the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, U.K. This has been agreed as a standard adsorbent for surface area measurement [9] and has an area of 71 m2 gm-'. Graphon was intercalated with potassium by equilibration through the vapour phase [lo] . Deuterated chemicals were obtained from Merck, Sharp and Dohme.
The samples were contained in welded aluminium cans or silica tubes and outgassed at 350°C and mmHg for 24 hours. Known volumes of adsorbent gas were deposited slowly on to the substrate at temperatures where the vapour pressure was appreciable before further cooling. Coverages quoted in this paper refer to the number of adsorbate molecules per site available for nitrogen adsorption taking the area of nitrogen to be 16.2 b;. The temperature stability of the cryostats used was better than 1" and the absolute accuracy better than 5". The diffractometers used were CURRAN (A =2.63b;) and MKVI (A =1.09b;) diffractometers at the AERE, Harwell and DIA -The adsorption of methane on graphon and the closely related adsorbent, exfoliated graphite, follow type I1 isotherms [I 1, 121 indicating that the adsorbate tends to form a fairly well defined monolayer. It is therefore expected to form a twodimensional solid at sufficiently low temperatures. Indeed, Thomy and Duval [l2] have observed breaks in the isotherms for methane on exfoliated graphite which they attribute to a phase transition between two dimensional solid and liquid. In their experiments the lowest transition temperature they measured was 77.3 K for 0.9 layers of methane. The transition was found to be extremely sharp with NEUTRON SCAITERING AND PHYSISORPTION C4-2 1 exfoliated graphite as adsorbent but other work of Thomy and Duval [I31 indicates that such transitions will occur over a wider temperature range on graphitized carbon blacks.
The results of neutron diffraction from deuterated methane adsorbed on the graphon, Vulcan 111, at a coverage of 0.7 and over a range of temperatures from 10 to 70 K are shown in figure 1. The patterns were obtained by direct subtraction of the substrate pattern from the pattern obtained after adsorption of methane. The sample had not been moved in any way and was sufficiently small that there should be no errors in the subtraction arising 'from self shielding or small angle scattering effects. There is one source of error which shows in the difference pattern at 70 K because all the patterns in figure 1 were obtained by subtraction of the 30 K substrate pattern. Because of thermal expansion of the graphite there is a dip in the difference pattern at 2 0 = 42". This is also the cause of the artificially sharp separation of the two peaks in the pattern at 10 K where a dip owing to poor subtraction occurs at about 2 0 = 39". The low temperature patterns contain two peaks.
The intense one at 2 0 = 41.5" (A = 2.4 A) comes from the 002 reflection of graphite whose intensity is increased by about 3 TO on adsorption of methane. The second peak at 2 8 = 38" is a reflection from the methane layer. It has the characteristic shape expected for diffraction from a two-dimensional layer in a powdered sample [I41 the peak extending beyond the enhanced 002 reflection of the substrate. The ratio of sin 8 for this peak to that of the second graphite reflection which also has the shape expected for diffraction from a two dimensional layer, is d? showing that the methane is in registry with the basal planes of graphite which make up most of the graphon surface. The adsorbed methane at low temperatures is in an epitaxial phase of l h x d? structure as has already been found for nitrogen [I, 21 and krypton [3] on exfoliated graphite.
At temperatures of 60 and 70 K the 2-D peak is replaced by a broader, more symmetrical peak with a maximum at lower values of 2 0. The exact position of the maximum is difficult t o fix because of the overlap by the enhanced 002 reflection of the substrate. The broad peak is assumed to be associated with a liquid phase on the surface. Because the coverage is less than a monolayer such a phase transition will increase the area available per molecule and therefore shift the diffraction peak to lower values of 2 0. The difference pattern at 50 K is clearly a mixture of 2-D solid and liquid peaks indicating that the phase transition is not as sharp on graphon as on exfoliated graphite..
The difficulty of doing experiments on graphon is that the most pronounced features of the adsorbate pattern are close to the broad and intense 002 reflection from the graphite. This makes it necessary to count for a long time. Others have overcome this problem by using various forms of exfoliated graphite partially oriented with respect to the neutron beam [I, 2,3] . This loses the advantage of the much higher surface area of graphon and the consequent advantages of working with reasonably small samples. We have partly overcome the problem by intercalating graphon with potassium. Two compounds are readily formed, C,K, a stage I compound where the c -axis spacing of the graphite has effective been increased from 3.35 A to 5.4 A and C,,K, a stage 11 compound with an effective layer spacing of 4.4 hi [lo] . Unfortunately, they are difficult to handle, being pyrophoric.
That intercalation is a useful way of modifying an adsorbent is illustrated by the diffraction patterns of deuterated methane on a sample of intercalated Vulcan 111. These are shown for a coverage of 0.7 and various temperatures, in figure 2. The substrate was actually a mixture of the two compounds and the positions of their diffraction peaks are marked. There is a strong diffraction peak from a 2-D layer of methane which is almost free from interference by substrate reflections. The peak is in exactly the same position a s for graphon as substrate, again demonstrating that methane forms an epitaxial layer on the surface. The whole shape of the peak is now positions and intensities are the same as those of bulk ammonia-d, [17] . The (1 11) and (200) peaks are clear of substrate reflections and may be observed sufficiently clear that the size of the methane rafts down to statistical coverages as low as 0.5 though can be estimated to be 35 A in diameter-As on they disappear at about 0.25 (80 K). These results graphon there is a phase change between 40 and taken together with extensive isotherm measu-60 K when the peak becomes broader and shifts to rements made recently by Bomchil at the Institut lower of 2 0-The maximum in the peak Laue-Langevin show that ammonia desorbs at low appears artificially sharp because adsorption of temperatures to form bulk solid. methane-d4 markedly decreases the intensity of the AS the temperature is increased the intensity of 004 reflection of C,K at 2 6 = 26' . the ammonia peaks decreases slowly at first, and It has been observed in other neutron diffraction then quite sharply at temperatures well below the experiments on adsorbed species that adsorption may cause changes in the intensity of substrate reflection through cross interference terms [3] . There are a number of changes of the 001 reflection of the different substrates used here which may be combined qualitatively to determine the possible distance of methane from the surface. The most important changes are the large increase in the 002 reflection of graphon at 2 0 = 41°, the large decrease in the 004 reflection of C,K at 26" and the negligible change in the strong 002 reflection of C, K at 2 6 = 33". It may be shown by a simple treatment of diffraction in one dimension that the direction of the change is determined by the structure factor of the adsorbate molecule calculated as though it were 80 100 120 140 160 I80 T I K in the lattice of the substrate (see also [3] ). Calculations were made for methane as though it ON GRAPHON. -(a) Neutron Diffraction. - The adsorption of ammonia on graphon is quite different from that of methane. It follows a type I11 isotherm [16] indicating that ammonia tends to form multilayers rather than a monolayer on the surface. Below about 180 K (bulk melting point = 195 K) the amount adsorbed actually decreases as the temperature is lowered. Values of isosteric enthalpies of adsorption in this temperature range indicate that the process of adsorption is closely
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bulk melting point. The temperature at which the peaks completely disappear varies with coverage, appearing to approach a limiting value of about 180 K but, at high coverage, persisting up to the bulk melting point. This behaviour is shown in figure 3 . The relative intensity between the different curves in the figure is arbitrary being chosen t o give the clearest representation of the behaviour at different coverage. Because the intensity of a peak is proportional to the amount of solid ammonia present, the curves in figure 3 are really melting curves of solid ammonia in contact with graphon. They show no hysteresis on cooling and heating and are therefore equilibrium curves.
Under normal conditions none of the ammonia-d, diffraction peaks is broader than the instrumental resolution function, but at low coverage and at temperatures where most of the ammonia has melted, the peaks are broadened slightly. Under these conditions a lower limit of 4 000 h; can be estimated for the particle size using the Scherrer formula [I 81 .
All current theories of abnormally low melting points predict negligible differences from the bulk until the particle size is less than about 1 000 h; [19] .
The melting phenomena observed here cannot therefore be associated with the presence of very small particles. The adsorption isotherms show that the capacity of the surface for ammonia increases steadily with increasing temperatures and then rapidly at about 180 K. The melting curves measured by neutron diffraction are observing the equilibrium between bulk solid and adsorbed ammonia. Since the equilibrium pressure of ammonia over this temperature range is close to zero the melting curves are effectively adsorption isobars. There are some discrepancies between the neutron and isotherm measurements at low coverage. It seems probable that at low temperatures some of the ammonia is frozen into highly distorted crystallites or amorphous regions which would account for the discrepancies. There is some evidence from a closer examination of the diffraction patterns that some of the ammonia is distorted from its normal cubic structure.
An experiment which illustrates the delicate balance in the equilibrium between bulk solid ammonia and adsorbed ammonia is the effect on the melting curve of the addition of a monolayer of methane. The methane was added at a temperature above the melting point of ammonia. The result is shown in figure 4 . The presence of methane lowers the capacity of graphon to adsorb ammonia. Much of the ammonia is therefore forced off the surface to become bulk solid. The melting point is corresponding1 y increased.
There is little evidence from the diffraction patterns to indicate the structure of the adsorbed ammonia. At high coverage (4.0) when most of the ammonia has melted, there is a broad peak with a maximum close to that of the graphite 002 peak, and a long tail extending to higher angles. This is characteristic of a liquid phase but it is not easy to decide just how two or three-dimensional is the structure of the liquid.
(b) Neutron Quasielastic Scattering. - The basis of incoherent neutron quasielastic scattering is that a monochromatic beam of neutrons is Doppler broadened by collision with protons undergoing different kinds of motion in the sample. Analysis.of the shape and width of the broadening gives the frequency spectrum of individual proton motions averaged over the whole sample, which may then be related to molecular diffusion. Because the neutron wavelength is comparable with typical distances of molecular motion the variation of the Doppler broadening with momentum transfer depends on the spatial characteristics of the molecular motion in the sample. For example, translational and rotational diffusion are readily distinguished in this way [20] .
Quasielastic spectra of ammonia on graphon were The spectra at 130 K show no broadening of the incident beam. At this temperature all the ammonia is therefore immobile on a time-scale shorter than about second. As the temperature increases the intensity of the central peak decreases and a broad component starts to appear. Above 185 K the relative intensities of the two components remain the same up to 245 K although the broad component becomes much wider. These results show that there is an equilibrium between a form of solid ammonia and a rapidly diffusing form. By comparison of the relative intensities of the peaks with the melting curves obtained by neutron diffraction (Fig. 3) and the isotherm data, it is clear that the immobile ammonia may be identified with bulk solid crystallites, while the mobile species is ammonia actually adsorbed on the graphon surface. Even at temperatures where the ammonia has supposedly all melted, an unbroadened central peak remains, corresponding to 10-20 % of the ammonia present. Ammonia is known to exhibit a peculiar type of hysteresis on graphitized carbon blacks [21] which has been attributed to intercalation of a small fraction into the graphite layers. We found no evidence of expansion of the layers from diffraction patterns. It is possible, however, that some ammonia lodges in faults in the highly defective graphon structure. This could then give rise both to hysteresis of the kind observed and an unbroadened component of the quasielastic peak.
The range of momentum transfer, Q, over which a quantitative analysis of the broad component may be made is restricted by the extensive small angle scattering which makes accurate subtraction of the background impossible below a Q of about 0.5 hi-'. Within the range Q = 0.5 -1.2 hi-' analysis of the broadening shows that it depends on Q Z at 245 K but as the temperature is lowered this decreases to a Q dependence at 163 and 185 K. This indicates that the motion is more complicated than simple translational diffusion. Neglecting this for the moment, values of translational diffusion coefficients may be calculated at a single value of Q (1.1 k', chosen because the statistics were very much better at that angle). The results are shown in table I1 together with values for the bulk liquid [22] . The rate of diffusion is much greater for adsorbed ammonia than for ammonia in the bulk liquid and the activation energy is reduced by half. Ammonia is an anomalous liquid in the sense that comparison with molecules of similar molecular weight suggests that it would remain a gas down to temperatures below 163 K if it were not for the formation of an extensive hydrogen bonded network. This network is broken down by the surface and the rate of diffusion is correspondingly much larger than in the liquid. Consistent with this explanation is the decrease in the diffusion coefficient as the coverage is increased (at 205 K). For simple translational diffusion in a liquid obeying Fick's law the quasielastic scattering should have a Lorentzian shape and the broadening should vary with Q Z . This is observed for adsorbed ammonia at 245 K. At lower temperatures the broadening changes over to a Q dependence. Firstly, for two dimensional diffusion averaged over all directions the scattering law is no longer a Lorentzian [23] . The shape of the peak becomes sharper nearer its centre. After convolution with the machine resolution function the broadening varies much less strongly with Q. Both these effects are observed in the present spectra especially at low temperatures and coverage. It seems likely that the reduced Q dependence of the broadening is associated with more marked two dimensional motion under these conditions. The three dimensional character of the diffusion at 245 K shows that ammonia increasingly tends to form multilayers at higher temperatures. Two other possible explanations of the Q dependence are that the motion is a combination of translational substrate. Either could account qualitatively for the diffusion with either rotational diffusion or a limiting observed behaviour [20] though neither would be jump rate determined by the periodic potential of the easy to establish quantitatively.
